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ABSTRACT 

A lot of poets entered the prison in the history of the Arab and Persian literature; for various reasons, including 

political, ideological, religious and other, and tasted imprisonment and captivity. They registered, by their expressive 

abilities, their painful and difficult moments they have experienced. Because the Persian and Arabic Alhabsiaat have its 

special nature of the various aspects such as contents, descriptions, fictional images, literary elements and others, they need 

research with the utmost precision. This paper presents the virtual conditions of the prison and its Interior conditions in the 

Persian and Arab Habsiaat literature; such as (shackles, prisoners, the warden and others). 

The poet in the Persian and Arabic Alhabsiaat includes verses expressing his inner feelings talking about his 

innocence, freedom, sorrow and grief, and so on. This paper examines the descriptive implications in the Persian and 

Arabic Alhabsaat, which could be considered both (virtual description of the prison and the description of the inner 

feelings) in order to clarify the literary side of the prison poems in Persian and Arabic literature. 

KEYWORDS: Persian and Arabic Alhabsiaat, Shackles, Prisoners 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Alhabsiah (Zindan Nameh), is an important branch of the Lyric. Alhabsiah explains the poet condition and 

state mode, his complaint and his crying sorrow for the lost of his freedom, in other words is the exact mirror that shows 

the period of poet imprisonment and bitter days of captivity. 

Alhabsiaat prominent poets in Persian and Arab literature who described prison and their inner feelings 

during their imprisonment were: 

• Habsaat Poets of Persian Literature: Nasser Khosrow Alkabbadiagn (481 e. S), Saad Salman Masood                  

(515 e. S), Ain Alqudah AlHamdani (525 e. S), Falaky Alchroany (549 e. S), Bahauddin Baghdady (588 AH. s), 

Mogber Albeleghany (594 e. s), Khaqani (595 e. s), Mahmoud Kelleher (1265. s), Alfarraka Yazdi (1318 AH. St), 

Mohammad Taqi Malek Alshouraa Bahar (1330 AH. St), Mehdi Akhavan Thaleth (1369. St) 

• Arabic Literature Poets of Habsiaat: Almankhak Alishkry (20 e. S), Audaibin Zaid (35 e. S), Abu Nawas               

(198 e. S), Abu ALATAHYAH (211 e. S), Al-Mutanabbi (354 e. S), Abu Firas al-Hamdani (357 e. s), 

Moutamaad Ibn Abbad (488 e. s), Marouf Rusafi (1945), Moeen Bseiso (1983), Samih al-Qasim (1358’s), 

Mahmoud Darwish (1941) 

This paper is organizad as follows. Section I intoduces introduction and section II is concentrated on the related 

work. Section III presents the main problema of this paper and section IV presents the conclusión. 
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II. RELATED RESEARCH 

It can be said that yet no article or a separate book has been written in detail on the subject of the search, only 

comparative articles have been written on the basis of Habsiaat of literature Persian and Arab famous Habsiaat                     

(Masud Saad Salman and Abu Firas al-Hamdani), which can be referred to the article "Masoud Saad and Abu Firas" 

written by "Ghulam Ali Karimi" and "Arabic Persian Alhabsaat based on Abu Firas al-Hamdani Habsiaat and Masoud 

Saad Salman," written by "Mohammed Ahmed Zghoul. Some work also have been done, separately, to examine Alhabsah 

in the Persian and Arabic literature, therefore it can be referred to the book "HabsahSoeriy der literature Farsi"                          

[Alhabsah systems in Persian literature synthesis, "written by Dr. Waly Allah Zafry" (in two volumes) and Book Habsah 

Soeriy der Arabic literature "BL Aghazta role Moasser" systems of Alhabsah in Arabic literature from the beginning to 

modern times] written by Mordia Abad and "Captivity and prison in the poetry of the Arabs," written by                          

"Mokhtar Alborzh" and "prisons and their impact on Arab literature" written by "Wadeh Al Samad " and "prisons literati" 

by "Abdul Aziz Halfy." 

In the modern era: Al Akkad book « World dams and restrictions » is still at the forefront of what has been written 

about the literature of the prison. The strange thing is that the critics hardly remember this unique book usually while they 

talk about prisons literature. Al Akkad has issued this book after he was sentenced to prison on charges of                              

«lese majeste», and that was when Al Akkad exclaimed his famous exclaim in the Egyptian parliament which held a 

special meeting to look at what is being planned for the parliamentary activity: « The nation is ready to crush the largest 

head betray Constitution or abusing it ». The “Royal Palace” knew the they are intended by these words, but they were not 

able to trial Al Akkad since he enjoys parliamentary immunity, so they Machinate the case of lese majeste from his articles 

written about those who are working against the interest of the country, sothey sent Al Akkad to trial. The court remanded 

him in custody for nine months, and in prison he wrote this book. 

After this Al Akkad got out of prison, he went to the tomb of Saad Zaghloul and delivered anenthusiastic poem in 

the crowd that surrounded him, saying: (1) 

« I was in prison for nine months I am in the courtyard of Immortality born  

Every day a clever one is born and every day ignorance is buried 

And every day ignorance is buried 

The darkness of my prison did not weak my determination  

The darkness of my prison did not weak my determination 

Every night when Ilay down 

And the darkness of the prison did not change my Opinion one after the other » 

The Egyptian poet Muhammad Afifi Matarsent a poem from his prison to the Iraqi poet Badr Shaker Al Sayyab 

entitled « message to a prisoner poet », and that was in 1959, in which he says: (2) 

« What does it say a sad Bulbul 

What a prisoner poet sing in the conscience of the night  
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Zewaraa: the story of tears when Features years appeared 

Palm beach in the Euphrates sound drinking photophobia and rain 

The image of a chrome bearing fruit 

The image of the evening, which carries the shadows and the moon 

The image of women while in labor  

What does it say when he sees the story of humans on the wall? ». 

III. RESEARCH POINT AND THE PROPOSED SOLUTION 

• Research Methodology 

Application or comparison is a rich source of human knowledge sources. Man has chosen comparison and 

application in his different and varied research as a means to reach the inherent truth associated with his areas research. 

Researchers in various sciences, by comparison, reached impressive results were the fruit of their research and deepness. 

Comparative studies represent one of the most important methods of analysis and evaluation in the scientific and university 

studies currently published in most of the departments and branches. This method appears in the arena of literature 

examining the effects of literary on one nation through literary effects compared to other nations, or to other people.                 

"In comparative Literature, it is being looked for how to check a transmission or a realization of subject or comprehensive 

content into literature of other languages, and know how to do that by putting the impact of a literature into the effects of 

culture or several cultures of other language" (3). 

• In the research of comparative literature, points of human unity thought can be see more than anything and how a 

thought be raises at one point of the world by a thinker or writer or a poet. The same thought is highlighted in 

another way in another point because the comparative literature has depicts the path of movement of different Arts 

and the relations style among them, therefore, it leads to understanding and interdependence of peoples and near 

their convergence of intellectual and cultural possessions. In addition to this, the Comparative Literature helps 

national literature to get out of national isolation and transforming it into part of the world literature system (4) 

• There have been many mutual services between the Arab and Persian literature due to their participation in the 

strong font, cultural, geographic, social and religious affinities. More research must be conducted to compared 

poetry and prose of these two languages 

The methodology of this research is based on application, comparison and analysis method. I have made an 

application and comparison of Persian and Arabic Alhabsiaat using Persian and Arabic Alhabsiaat and diverse sources that 

have been written on this subject until the moral side of the prison poems in the literature of the Persian and Arabic is clear  

Detention and Imprisonment in the Language and Terminology 

"Confinement in the language sense means imprisonment, detention, police house, detention, prevention, 

restriction, captivity (5) prison in the language sense means imprisonment, detention and captivity (6). In the meaning of 

detention and imprisonment and their derivatives, it has been noted three points: take away movement and freedom, 

distress and difficulty, and contempt, the most prominent thing in the meaning of "custody" is to prevent movement. 
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Confinement and imprisonment in the terminology," the place where in which the accused and convicted detained,                   

Also it is a place dedicated to punish those who taken away freedom in accordance with the specific laws, and undertakes 

moreover the task of detaining detainees awaiting investigation or trial, as well as death row - who are awaiting execution 

or pardon (7) -  

Alhabsiah (Zindan Nameh) in Literature 

The Alhabsiah is an important branch of the Lyric. Alhabsah explains the poet condition and state mode,                     

his complaint and his crying sorrow for the lost of his freedom, in other words is the exact mirror that shows the period of 

poet imprisonment and bitter days of captivity. 

In the classification of Alhabsiah among the types of poems, Some people like like Professor Zarrinkub called it a 

part of the Epitaph: "perhaps poems organized by poets to express their misfortunes and sufferings, individually or as a 

group, could be combined from time to time - - to the types of elegies (8)" Others like Frcedord considered Alhabsia has 

one of the sections of the complaints (9). Other groups, such as Zine El Abidine Motaman classified them under the title 

conditions and complaints (10), but apart from the gossip on definitions of Alhabsiah, it must be said that "Alhabsiah" 

generally includes all kinds of objections, cries and groans of the prisoners throughout history. From the idiomatic point of 

view, Alhabsia his the poet moaning and expression of what is inside him of emotions and feelings that are expressed in 

the form of poetry. 

Description of the Prison and its Internal Conditions in the Persian and Arabic Alhabsaat 

Many poets in the literature of the Persian and Arab entered the prison for various reasons, whether political or 

ideological or other, and suffered imprisonment and captivity and they have registered their poetic abilities the difficult and 

painful moments they lived. Through these poems that the poet have organized to describe his unfortunate conditions and 

his moral feelings, a shadow of him can be seen creeping behind the dismal high wall of the prison, and provide a vivid 

picture for the reader, in the sense that the poet in Alhabsiah in addition to describing g virtual prison                               

(narrowness and darkness of the prison, restrictions, prisoners, the warden and others) cites verses about his inner feelings, 

his moral conditions talking about his innocence, his freedom, grief and sorrow and the otherwise. Based on this, I am in 

this part of the research, "after highlighting some of the virtual descriptions of the prison", refer to some of the most 

important inner feelings in the Persian and Arabic Alhabsiaat, and I mention some of the poems from the literature of the 

Persian and Arabic as a proof. 

Descriptions of the Virtual Prison in the Persian and Arabic Alhabsiaat 

The most important implications that are associated with the virtual descriptions of the prison in the Persian and 

Arabic Alhabsaat are: narrowness and darkness of the prison, shackle, the length of the night of the prison, the warden, and 

the description of the injury 

• Narrow and the Darkness of the Prison 

Lack of space in the prison is one of the things which most of the prisoners have suffered, for example msaud 

Saad is unable to tear his shirt because of space limitations:  

Because of Weakness of my hands and the lack of space I cannot my tear Shirt (11) 
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In Arabic literature Abu Firas al-Hamdani describes the narrowness of his prison as follows: 

My place is narrow because I am on top of Glory sitting (12) 

Darkness also is one of the things that prisoners have attributed always to prisons, because prisons in old time was 

a narrow dark basement, where the poet deprived from seeing the sun and the light for years and months and 

nothing linked him with the outside world except a small hole, for example the poet Masoud Saad sees sunlight 

and moonlight in his dark prison using only a small hole:  

Sunlight and moonlight I see them night and day through the hole (13) 

Mahmoud Kelleher (deceased 1265. S) describes the darkness of his prison, as follows: 

The architect of this well is the devil and the like Harut 

It remained captivated and intimidated and vanquished 

Were it not for that hole, which I see through it 

I will not be able to differentiate between the shining day and the dark night (14) 

Suleiman Essa (1341 AH S) describes his prison as a dark hole:  

Open the door, silence Suffocates me and the walls of my black hole (15) 

Marouf AlRusafi sees that his prison, in the daylight, is like parts of the dark nights:  

You think if the forenoon entered as you are living in parts of the dark nights (16) 

• Chains and Shackles 

Most poets complained about the weight of chains and shackles. For example poet Saad Masood resembles 

shackles on his feet by a snake with two heads:  

Shackles on my feet is like a snake with two heads I stayed in front of her like a Taoist (17) 

And AlFarazdaq was annoyed with the weighty shackles and the darkness of the night:  

Oh how I have fifty shackles or circles around him in addition to the dark night (18) 

• Prison Night 

The night and its darkness as a natural phenomenon that prisoners frequently talk about throughout the history 

Saad Masood says about the night:  

The night has come and my sadness doubled until tomorrow 

How the fuss and the scourge move of ten to one hundred (19) 

In contemporary literature Mahdi Akhavan describes the night as follows:  

The night is also tonight / dreary prison night / long autumn night / claustrophobic and gloomy and sad as other 

nights.... (20). 
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Description of the night in Arab literature Habsiaat also has a precedent, where Adiibn Zaid describes the night of 

his long prison term as follows:  

The long night came over us and turbid as if I am I will stay awake until the morning (21) 

Farazdaq also says:  

As if days and night connect dark blackish them so dark (22) 

• Jailer  

Among the endless pain that the prisoner suffer is the violent and degrading treatment by the jailer, where Saad 

Masood resembles jailer to "hell stockist" and "pig with nasty face": 

My vestibular is a dark tomb my concierge is a pig with nasty face (24) 

In Arabic literature Alhabsaat poets also insulted their guards because of ill-treatment. Abdul Hamid Al Rafeay 

describes his bodyguard as a Mongoose and complains of the foolishness of the Guard: 

We feare the foolishness of the guards of the prison  

Oh what a sorrow that a the lion is surrounded by a Mongoose (25) 

Almankhol Alishkry says: (26) 

Description of the Wounds and Injuries of the Poet in Prison  

The description of the pain and wounds is one of the of the nicest and most sincere substantive parts of the prison 

literature. In the Persian literature Khaqani shows his wounds as follows resembling the shackles on his foot with the      

snake:  

Look at the snake while sleeping as a circle under my dress end 

I cannot move because of it, I'm afraid that my serpentine knows 

Look at my legs, holes on it is like a candle edge shackles may chew my leg like a chewing teeth (27) 

In Arabic literature, otamed Ibn Abbadsee that his shackles are only snakes turned around his leg 

and their bites are like those of lion bites because of the severity of the pain and the many wounds   

on his body:  

The shackles turned around my legs like a snake bites like a lion teeth (28) 

In the view of Abu Firas al-Hamdani, his pain and wounds are of two types: internal wounds and external 

wounds:  

My wounds are so severe 

Two kinds of wounds: clear and intruder (29) 

Saad Masood believed that the body disease is only as a result of disability, heart disease and the soul sickness: 

I have a weak body because my heart has gone impotent 
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The heart is impotent because his food was of sadness (30) 

Description of Inner Feelings in Persian and Arabic Alhabisiaat 

The most important implications that are associated with inner feeling of Persian and Arabic Alhabsiaat are: 

Freedom, lonliness, patience and endurance, remembrance of happy past days, respect, show innocence, apology, 

threat, Satisfaction in prison, proud of poet prisoner, the irony and sarcasm and the description of grief, sadness and 

showing impotence 

• Freedom 

The prisoner poet, since the day he enters the prison, thinks only to be free from shackles. Most prisoners in old 

literature when they talk about freedom, they mean only their freedom. While in the contemporary Alhabsiaat, the freedom 

is not that intended meaning only, but it also means freedom of people and nation from the grip of despotism and 

colonialism. Khaqani says about freedom:  

No grace better than the blessings of liberty. What can I do on this table of disbelief (31) 

Among the prisoners poets of Persian literature there is no poet who talked about freedom and liberty like 

Alfarraky AlYazdi. This subject the more of his attention, so it is impossible to find flittering in his poem verses not 

praising this sacred word, whether in writing or saying. In fact he should he should be called "freedom poet" (32). 

Alfarraky Yazdi says (1318 AH. St) about freedom: 

Constructions cannot be realized unless people are free 

Ah if a kingdom does not have free people (33) 

The king of poets, Bahar used the word freedom many times in his Alhabsiaat: 

What is his guilt, only that he had talked before about freedom 

Thus, because of this crime he remained forever away of the Sultan (34) 

In Arabic literature the prisoner poet shows his desire of freedom in different ways, the poet desires freedom 

sometimes in the form of seeing the Manifestations of nature like the sky, the light and sometimes in the form of yearning 

beloved, home and happy old days (35) For example Abi Nawas is annoyed (198 e. S) because he is separated from his 

vehicle and gun, and his heart is filled with sorrow because he is away of entertainment and fun gathering, and he shows 

his inclination to liberate from the prison as follows: 

On my vehicle, my arm 

My fun and my entertainment may have lost where I am (36) 

Maeen Bseiso (1983) like Alfarraky Yazdi and contemporary poets, mentions the freedom word, the freedom of 

the people and the nation from the grip of tyranny:  

This hand had sworn and did not lie. It did not deviate from People ever 

That would setour shackles on fire. Until we are free from our grief life 
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Our life tastes so bad Mom  

No year Pass, however, without expatriating from the country (37) 

• Loneliness and Separated from Friends 

Man never stayed without sincere friends and special companions. This need for companions Intensifies when you 

are in a disaster. Therefore, it is observed frequently that the prisoners talking about the sorrow of loneliness, the pain of 

separation, the loneliness and sadness behind the walls of this prison. The more it hurts the prisoner poet is to think about 

friends, the dimension from beloved and home and not knowing anything about them, as Bahauddin Baghdady says: 

In this separation I suffer adversity abandonment from beloved by saying is so easy (38) 

Probably none of the prisoners poets spoke about the pain of loneliness in a good way like Ain Alqudah                     

Al Hamdani (525 e. S): 

Really worshipers of God that I am not going to or coming from, but to a watcher 

Oh, prison, shackles, nostalgic and expatriate and distance from beloved? It is so horrible (39) 

AlMutanabbi (354 e. S), resemble parting with fire burning the liver of the poet: what a sorrow.                              

Parting is so painful 

Its fire is locked up (40) 

• Patience and Endurance 

After a period of his stay in prison, the poet gradually reduces his moaning and groaning which shows sorrow for 

his lost freedom. With the passage of time he gets used to the perimeter surrounding of the prison. The repeating sound of 

the shutter ((the end of the black night is a white day)) only he finds patience, and amused himself singing sermons verses, 

to illustrate that the world is transient andno event lasts (41) 

As Alfalaky Alchroany has shown (549 e. S) as follows: 

Again I am victim of patience and waiting I have nothing but to be patient and wait (42) 

In Arabic literature Abu ALATAHYAH says (211 e. S) saying about his loss of patience in prison: 

I was patient although I am not able to tolerate patience. But I was forced to be patient (43) 

Abu Firas al-Hamdani (357 e. S) call his mother to be patient while he was in prison: 

Oh mother do not get anything wrong. As much patience as better rewards (44) 

• Remembrance of Happy Past Days  

Remembrance of happy past days is one of the contents that Persian and Arabic literature Habsiaat poets allocated 

part of their poetry. Mentioning these thoughts is mostly for Disporting or bemoaning and wishful thinking. Saad Masood 

remembers his happy old days as follows: 

What a sorrow for the times of youth and the days 
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Where the heart did not experience the fatigue of aging (45) 

Ain Alqudah Hamdanisigh saying with sorrow for the lost of past happy days in Hamadan places, the following:  

Oh, Can my eye see the days I stayed in Hamadan It is a place where I stayed with happiness (46) 

In Arabic literature nobody remembered his happy days as Motamed Ibn Abbad (488 e. S), remembered it. He 

remembers with a sigh as his palaces covered by the dust of humiliation:  

Mubarak cried for Ibn Abbad, He cried also for Ghozlaan and Assad  

His chandlers cried, I hope the stars do not go out like the light of chandlers coming and going 

The loneliness cried, the river also (47) 

• Previous Services 

The main objective of the prisoners mentioning of services they have provided in the past is to induce the 

kindness and mercy and beg people those who bundled them in prison, and of course, they mean sometimes also other 

goals like Bemoaning and remorse. The king of poets Bahar about his previous services:  

If I've done something wrong, I have also provided many services 

If the guilt is apparent why the service is hidden 

I have more than one hundred articles in praising the King 

And I will present them to him one after the other if he has issued an amnesty decree (48) 

Audait bin Zaidsaid (35 e. S) the following services about his previous services to AlNaaman: 

I never praised your opponent. It has been so rough day 

I declare and cover secrets. As between the cortex to other (49) 

• Showing Innocence 

As they talk about the reason for their imprisonment, Alhabsaat Poets also insist on their innocence. Most of the 

prisoners see that the reason for their imprisonment is snitching and charge that might stick them to them by their 

adversaries. Some ascribe the reason for their imprisonment to time. For example Msaud Saad does not know for himself 

any guilt and the reason for his incarceration is the snitching of their enemies:  

I do not know for myself any guilt or offense 

Only it is the snitching and fabrication of my sneaky enemies (50) 

Khaqani also sees that the reason for his incarceration is Jewish hostility class act, expressing his innocence:  

Jewish behavior people Antagonizes me and I am afraid of such a sudden betray of Jesus (51) 

In Arabic literature, Mutanabi also consider himself innocent and believes that the reason for his incarceration are 

venomous enemies (Jewish act) who are scheming in the shadows:  

Do not listen to venomous people. Do not care about Jews Buffalo (52) 
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Ahmad AlSafi declares that he is innocent, and his only fault is that he has a noble and sublime goals:  

They imprisoned me without any guilt I have noble wishes, I am a great free person (53) 

• Apologetic 

Bozhnamh or apologetic is Alhabsah which the poet has composed to propitiate people they praise and salvation 

from their imprisonment or to request a pardon and intercession from princes and King companions (Zafry1375 : 1/210) 

Masoud Saad says with a soft accent intending to Beget compassion and pity of the King to get salvation from prison 

because of the length period of confinement and constant fatigue: 

O Shah, Sultan, O, O great king. No high above you 

They are doing this with me in prison. What never did with the infidel unbeliever (54) 

Majeed Al beleghanysmashes a (594 e. S) his precious self-pride for his freedom: 

You, O king, Lion of God, I so that the dog on your door 

I am really more innocent than Joseph Wolf 

If there is an fault occurred inadvertently God forbid 

Pardon him, the fault is from me, the pardon is from you (55) 

In Arabic literature Mutanabi asks for excuse in the prison in an oppressed accent showing his weakness and 

inability, and that he had lost hope in everything and that his hope is only the intercession of the prince: 

I asked you when there was no hope. Death was so close like my vein heart 

I asked when Calamity destroyed me. The weight of the iron weakened my feet (56) 

• Threat 

Alhabsaat poets threaten their enemies and those responsible for their incarceration when they fail all the methods 

they used to get out of prison. The poet Saad Masood threatens the King and reminds him with punishment in the hereafter: 

O king, Fear that day when you will be asked 

It is the place where you know that nobody fears you 

You are not satisfied with the kingdom of God 

How I can be satisfied with you if I am under detained (57) 

Alhabsiaat Arab poet Abu Nawas threatens Fadlibn Alrabee which appears to have had an influential role in his 

incarceration, threatens him satirizing, saying:  

If you are not afraid of sword, do not be so secure of my tongue insulting (58) 

Abu Firas al-Hamdani threatens in his Romyate Saif Aldawla implicitly that he will resort to other princes in case 

he did not pay the ransom: 

If we asked others who know. After we lose hope, we ask her 
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If we see generous people of her. He loses and neglects her (59) 

• Satisfaction with the Prison 

Sometimes the poet expresses his happiness with the imprisonment. This comes in three cases: Either he pretend 

happiness and satisfaction fearing of gloating of his enemy. 

Or he is really satisfied with his imprisonment, because all luxuries are available to him, for example Saad 

Masood learnt astrology and completion of memorizing the Koran in some prisons  

Or he shows his happiness from the point of view of irony and sarcasm (60) 

If poor Sheikh Albahramy was not there. How was my condition in the prison 

One time he describes Astronomy turnover situation 

Other time she illustrate to me the secrets of the universe wheel 

From his speech I learned astrology. Arithmetic, geometry, earth shape and space (61) 

The poet Ali bin Al Jahm who was imprisoned by Al Abbasid Caliph al- Mutawakkil for his political positions, 

has generously composed poets that was not preceded by any one with that same meaning: 

She said: you have detained, I said no problem For my detention, sword should be scabbard 

Did you see the lion stay in his place. While other lions do not  

Sun if it is not hidden from your sight. Candles will not illuminate (62) 

Al-Mutanabbi, the poet who epitomized characteristics of Arabs, was imprisoned by Prince Lolo of Homs and 

deputy of Ikhshid for two years, and he says for that: 

«O’ prison be as you like. I accept death in you with satisfaction  

If living in you is shame on me. Pearls will not be in shells ». (63) 

• Quran Recitation 

My work night and day in this narrow prison 

Is to praise The Sultan and recitation of the Koran (64) 

Or that Masood Saad has pretended happiness elsewhere as an irony:  

No no, my prestige increased in the citadel of exile 

Citadle of excile the mother of kingdoms 

I am like kings raise the head for Astronomy 

I hold the hand when I reach Venus and I put the foot on the Moon (65) 

This phenomenon is not rare in Arabic Alhabsiaat, for example, Abu Firas believes that prison is the reason why 

for solving many of his problems:  
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O’ God I have Talents in detention and others, that Talents were not allocated for anybody before me 

I solved problems people were unable to solve for decades 

Nobody can insult me or disgrace me (66) 

• Pride of Prisoner Poet 

Pride is one of the old poet subjects in the Persian and Arab literature. Avery wide space was devoted for this 

subject in the prison literature. When Alhabsaat poet is annoyed with the prison surroundings, the pain of heavy shackles 

and jailers devils violence, he talks about the virtues, knowledge, pride of himself, nobility and courage where the head of 

AlKhaqanirises and touches the universe in a self-esteem. He was tough with the stronger people and humble with weak 

people. And because of this high endeavor he refused to accept the positions in the kingdom and thus was imprisoned: 

Submission has gone, I do not knock the doors of any king 

The ship was destroyed I do not owe any thanks to any harbor 

O’ God If I die out of boredom and thirst 

I will not be looking for sun and will not follow Kausar (67) 

Pride also has precedent in the Arab Alhabsaat, for example, Abu Firas says about his courage: 

Days will not bring a gentleman like me 

O’ when days will give birth of a boy like me (68) 

Abd el Hamid Rafii i says in the situation of pride mentioning the knowledge and virtue of his ancestors and their 

good morals: 

They have established the pillars of science and generosity  

Self-continent and good manners (69) 

• Criticism and Sarcasm 

Mode of expression indirectly (sideway) means that the poet does not speak directly, so he says: I have a bad 

place in the prison or my bed is dirty, but the describes the prison as a cheerful paradise and his bed as the throne of the 

queen balkees in a satirical language taste with an added exaggeration. In the modern history, the king of poets Bahar 

describes his condition in the detainee through a sarcastic poem called "Cake Nameh" [The Book of fleas] and that begins 

with these verses: 

When stars put on the black robe on top of her head 

Fleas Army crawl and attack on my body  

Over the foot, hand, chest, scruff and abdomen  

They jump up and down and play with me ... (70)  

If the fleas and insects play with the king of poets Baharin this poem, bats is that they play with the poet and 
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accompany him in his loneliness in his prison, Samih al-Qasim, the contemporary Arab poet says: 

My friends I did not sleep / I said: What if chat with poems / and visited me from the black skylight cell / ...a bat 

visited me ... and kept in Activity / and I said: O bold Visitors / Talk .. Do you have news about our world? (71) 

Description of grief and Sorrow: 

Grief and sorrow have a special position in the description of the condition of prisoners. Talking about pain and 

sorrows of prisoners is considered one of the most beautiful themes of prison literature. Saad Masood describes his grief 

and sorrow as a result of his confinement, as follows: 

If what has been tolerated by this body was placed on Mount 

If what inside this heart has been thrown in the sea 

Pearl would have been melted in the center of the seashells out of heat blood would become ruby in the heart of 

the sea out of pain (72) 

Ain Alqudah describes also dominant grief and sorrow in this way:  

If what I feel was in stones, they will worry. Wind will not be heard blowing (73) 

I cannot find a poet among Arab poets talking about grief like Abu Firas al-Hamdani:  

My sadness is there and my tears do  

This is not my tears nor is this my intention 

But I hide my tears and cover what I cover (74) 

• Demonstrate the Inability of the Poet 

It is clear that poet, who has remained a lifelong flying from one branch to the other like a free bird, and live in a 

complete freedom, when locked up in the cage and becomes captivated does not find anything else but complaining and 

whining. This mental fatigue associated with the physical pain because of shackles and chains and lack of desire for food 

and other things, leads to weakness of the prisoner and his inability, as Massoud talk about coolness of his sword and his 

filed narrowness:  

Why attack me like that while my sword is cool 

Why you rush up like that and field is so narrow (75) 

Abu Firas, the Arab competent poet describes his lean body as a broken spear or a cold sword: 

It has shattered the steps and respected the enemy 

And smash the edge of the Indian sword (76) 

He ended this research with a poet verses composed by Sheikh President IbnSina, who was imprisoned Ibn Shams 

Aldawlah, prince of Hamedan in Ferdjan Castle. In this prison he composed the « guide » book and « Alcolnj » 

book. He sang in his prison a poem, most of it lost. Only remaining the following:  

Entering the prison is certain. But going out is suspected 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The Alhabsiaat in fact looks like a beautiful painting depicting the poet's life filled with hardship, suffering and 

his inner feelings in prison. This genre can be considered as the most the purest and truest poems. Because it may come 

from emotions and pure feelings of a achy and burning heart poet. In spite of this, the burning killer pain of prison has not 

been able to shackle the high spirit of the Persian and Arabic Alhabsiaat poets, but also they increased the creativity power 

and their beautiful language, so the prison, its conditions, and its experiences became a mean to compose sincere poems 

and describe their inner feelings. 

The Persian and Arabic Alhabisaat poets, duration of their captivity were suffering from various states of despair 

and frustration. For this reason in addition to the virtual descriptions of the prison (shackles, the warden and so on) were 

composing verses describing their inner feelings talking about their innocence, freedom, country memories, The grief and 

sadness, criticism and ridicule, and so on. 

The Persian and Arabic Alhabsiaat have many common aspects in terms of the use of the contents and poetry 

purposes, particularly virtual description of the prison and their inner feelings. And perhaps this was due to the presence of 

poets in similar situations in the prison. No doubt that Iranians poets, in their description inner feelings, sometimes 

compose Habsiaat similar to Arab Habsiaat to a large degree as if they had read Arab poets poems completely before that 

and have been affected by them. 
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و�ُ�' �� ا�*/��� ا�*���      ,� ُ�[Q ا��[� وا��6م ا���ا •  

Abu Firas, 2004: 75 
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